
Meet the most compact Family of USB DJ Controllers ever.
Introducing the new DJ-Tech 101 SERIES, powered by Kontrol DJ.

These USB powered, Compact line controllers are designed to make the most of you valuable 
studio or live space, and are small enough to take with you on any musical journey. 
Place one, or why not a combination of 101 series in front of your laptop, rest one on your 
workstation, park one on a recording console- or anywhere else you need versatile and serious 
control over your DAW, Virtual instrument, effect of DJ software.

The family is composed of 4 models: CDJ-101, VTT-101, DJM-101 and MIX-101
CDJ-101 and VTT-101 are using the patented touch sensitive platter,
offering 2 different style of turntable deck style.

DJM-101 is the easiest way to bring traditional DJ mixer-style 
control to the world of computer Dj-ing and live performance. 
With a single USB connection, you get Dedicated controls for 
volume,gain,EQ,PFL,Crossfaders and led meters.

Easy to use in a single workspace, control 2 decks with everything 
you need to mix cool.The unit is a class-compliant MIDI device 
under MAC OS X, Windows XP or Vista, so you’ll never need 
extra drivers to make it interface with your favorite DJ applications, 
Soft synths or DAWs.
Included Deckadance LE for MAC/PC

DJM-101

Mini USB CONTROLLER
2 CH DJ Mixer Style with Led Meter 

and adjustable curve for Crossfader

Availability: DEC.2009

DJM-101 Key Features

USB Powered
17 MIDI Messages
8 Selectable MIDI Channels
3 x 45mm Channel and Cross Faders
Adjustable Cross Fader Curve
2 x Illuminated Push PFL buttons with LED indication.
11 x Rotary Pots
2 x column 10-LED level Meter
1 x switch for Master/ PFL Meter selection
DJ Software for MAC/PCincluded : DECKADANCE LE
Dimension: 210 x 140 x 73.5 mm
Weight: 631 g
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